Photochemically cross-linked collagen gels as three-dimensional scaffolds for tissue engineering.
Collagen gels have many favorable attributes for tissue engineering, but the gels undergo dramatic contraction when cells are added because of the weak noncovalent bonds that form during spontaneous gelation. We hypothesized that photochemically cross-linking collagen gels would make suitable scaffolds for tissue engineering with favorable cell viability and minimal gel contraction. Rose Bengal and riboflavin were chosen as candidate photo-initiators for gel cross-linking using 532- and 458-nm-light wavelengths, respectively. Chondrocyte viability was measured after initial gelation for several concentrations of initiators. Cell viability and gel contraction were then measured using chondrocytes and fibroblasts over 7 days of culture. Rose Bengal used at concentrations necessary for gelation resulted in little or no cell viability. Short-term viability results showed that 0.25- or 0.5-mM concentrations of riboflavin, and 40 s of illumination permitted more than 90% cell viability. Using riboflavin concentrations of 0.25 or 0.5 mM, long-term chondrocyte viability was 113.1 +/- 11.6% and 25.4 +/- 2.7%, respectively, at day 7. Although non-cross-linked chondrocyte constructs contracted to 59.9 +/- 11.8% of their original diameter and fibroblasts contracted to 24.9 +/- 5.0% of their original diameter by day 7, the cross-linked constructs retained 88.8 +/- 7.4% and 85.5 +/- 5.0% of the original diameter, respectively. In conclusion, by photochemically cross-linking collagen gels using riboflavin and visible light, stable gel scaffolds with favorable cell survival can be produced.